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Another important partnership is the Envirothon which is a partnership between Forests Ontario, the 
Elgin Stewardship Council, and the Thames Valley District School Board. The topic changes annually but 
is always environment-related, with the Southwest Region competition taking place at Springwater 
Conservation Area. In 2019, the topic was agroecology, and students were asked to come up with the 
design of a farm that would use the benefits of various species to improve ecological health, as well as 
benefit the farm and its operations. Students complete four tests (topics include Wildlife, Aquatics, 
Forestry and Soils) and provide a presentation to a panel of judges with the winning students moving 
onto the Provincial Envirothon competition. 

Rates for educational users are to be amended to include a single fee.  The current Bus Day Pass is not 
suitable for the groups of users attending by personal vehicle which is common place post pandemic.  
The updated fee is outlined in Appendix B – Fee Schedule 2021 now includes a Group Car Pass, and is to 
be added as a pay option through the automated payment system once installed24. 

Visual Elements 
Springwater presents a unique natural setting amidst a region primarily devoted to agriculture land use.  
Few scenes in this area can match the one provided by looking east from the dam across the reflective 
waters of the reservoir to the vast beyond.  Looking westward from County Rd. 35 down the Bradley 
Creek Valley below the dam offers another picturesque view.  The streams flowing through the area 
have cut v-shaped valleys creating a pleasant contrast with the otherwise gently rolling landscape.  
Walking along the trails in the forest, one is overcome by the imposing height of the mature maple, 
beech, oak and white pine trees and the accompanying sense of enclosure or isolation.   

Vista Number Description 
1 Wide angle view overlooking White’s Pond.  Great blue herons are frequently observed. 
2 Scenic view down Bradley Creek valley below the dam. 
3 Excellent panoramic vista looking east across the pond and surrounding forest. 
4 Higher Elevation offering favourable perspective of day-use area, pond and forest. 
5 Observation tower at this location provides southward view of the wetland area. 
6 Narrow widening spaces of the trail system defined by tall trees and accompanied by a 

feeling of isolation creates a closeness to nature. 
7 Southwest view from concession road overlooking broad riparian valley. 

 

Appropriate locations for the views and vistas described above can be found in Figure 7: Topography 
(Map 7). 

Market Area Analysis 
Tourism in Ontario is expected to increase by 2%25, with some reports indicating this could be higher 
due to recent concerns about out of province travel. Springwater boasts over 280 seasonal sites, and 
120 transient campsites and facilitated 3500-person camp nights, and 10,000 visitors in 2019.  2020 saw 
a further increase in transient camping, in particular throughout the weekdays, making it one of the 
most popular recreational destinations in the area. 

                                                           
24 As per Motion LMC #02/2021 
25 Ontario Tourism Outlook 2019.   Ministry of Heritage, Sport Tourism and Culture Industries. 
http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/research/business_outlook/outlook.shtml 
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Location Analysis 
Springwater Conservation Area is located in the south-central part of the Catfish Creek watershed 
approximately ten kilometers southeast of St. Thomas and four kilometers southwest of Aylmer. 

The Conservation Area is situated on good access routes to and from other parts of the province with 
the heavily used Highway 3 running between Windsor and Fort Erie situated only 3 kilometers to the 
north.  From Highway 3, two north-south arteries, Highways 73 and 74 link up with Highway 401 which 
is only 25 kilometers to the north of Springwater (Refer to Map 1).  Alternatively, County Road 45, the 
common tourist route between St. Thomas and Long Point is only 2.5 kilometers to the south of the 
park. 

Lying within the most heavily populated section of Canada, Springwater has a large number of potential 
users within a relatively short distance.  For example, over 730,000 people live within a one-hour drive, 
over 4.2 million people within a two-hour drive, and over 11 million people within a three-hour drive to 
Springwater.  Although only a small proportion of these people will ever visit Springwater the potential 
market is very large.   

Participation Rates  
Table 8 examines the possible number of recreational users based on participation rates for various 
activities found at Springwater. 

Table 8: Participation rates  

Activity Participation 
Rate (%)* 

Proportion within 
20-minute drive 
time (75,00026) 

Proportion within 
1-hour drive time 
(730,000) 

Proportion within 
2-hour drive time 
(4,200,000) 

Proportion within 3-
hour drive time 
(11,050,000 people) 

Hiking 24 18,000 175,200 1,008,000 2,652,000 
Swimming 66 49,500 481,800 2,772,000 7,293,000 
Fishing 7 5,250 773,500 294,000 773,500 
Camping 30 22,500 219,000 1,260,000 3,315,000 
Nature Viewing 22 16,500 160,600 924,000 2,431,000 
Picnicking 60 45,000 438,000 2,520,000 6,630,000 
* Source: Ontario Recreational Survey    

 

A full understanding of the participation in certain activities at Springwater requires consideration of 
outdoor recreation supply and demand relationships in Southern Ontario complemented by an analysis 
of current users of this particular CCCA property. 

Supply and Demand for Recreation 
The Recreational Facility Supply Study (RFSS) completed by CCCA staff in 198227 and updated in 2019 
indicate that some of the outdoor recreation activities such as camping offered at Springwater seem to 
be in a satisfactory level of supply across Southern Ontario.  The study indicates that facilities for beach 

                                                           
26 Population data from ESRI and Environics Analytics 2019 
27 Snowsell, M.E., and M. DeMoore. 1982. Recreation Facility Supply Study.  Catfish Creek Conservation Authority, Aylmer, 
Ontario. 
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swimming are in a slight deficit condition, picnicking opportunities are satisfactory, and the supply of 
trail facilities are very poor.  The RFSS indicates that substantial trail supply deficits exist in Elgin, 
Middlesex and Oxford Counties where the majority of Springwater’s visitors originate from.   

However, with the unprecedented global events in 2020 and similar facilities such as provincial parks at 
capacity, Springwater also found itself at capacity on weekends in July and August.  In addition, a 
shortage of full service RV campsites exists in the area and in fact throughout many parts of Canada. 

Some recent trends are developing in Southern Ontario that may influence the demand for certain 
outdoor recreation activities over the next few years.  One obvious example is the tendency for 
residents to stay closer to home for recreational pursuits because of rapidly increasing transportation 
costs and global events.  This more localized demand pressure is augmented by residents of larger 
population centres such as Kitchener-Waterloo, Hamilton, Halton, and Toronto faced with supply 
shortages in their own area and travelling to other regions for recreational activities. 

Another emerging trend is that residents are searching for natural settings to engage in recreational 
experiences instead of more “domesticated”, developed areas.  Certain types of recreation are also 
increasing in popularity.  For instance, the participation rate in paddle boarding has increased at a 
significant rate, while although popular, cross country skiing participation has decreased due to the lack 
of suitable conditions over the past number of years, with snowshoeing increasing due to the flexibility 
of use.  As demand for certain sports changes, amenities to accommodate users should be, and is being 
adjusted.  For example, CCCA purchased snow shoes and kayaks in 2018 through Active Naturally to 
capitalize on the changing recreational preferences of the user demographics. 

Perhaps the strongest influence on outdoor recreation demand, however, will continue to be population 
changes.  In our area, the population is expected to continue growing at 0.5% a year over the next 20 
years with over 76,000 people within a 20-minute drive in 2025.  Consequently, if facilities for certain 
pastimes such as swimming, camping and trail activities are not enhanced, supply deficits could be 
created or become worse than they presently are. 

The degree of provincial government (MECP / Ontario Parks) involvement in outdoor recreation is 
expected to increase between 2020 and 2025 as MECP has invested heavily in the Ontario Parks system 
by upgrading facilities and marketing and potential for increased revenue.  The CCCA made significant 
investments in Springwater between 1980 and 2005 through the addition of a beach, additional 
transient and seasonal campsites, upgraded trails, and associated support amenities (washrooms, 
parking, and electrical).  Between 2005 and 2020, capital investments are outlined above in Table 1 – 
List of Capital Development Projects since 2005. 

Similar Businesses and Cross-Promotion 
One of the primary factors to consider in analysing any market area is what the “facility” has to offer 
relative to other similar facilities in the region.  Several features of Springwater are typical features in 
other Conservation Areas.  Camping facilities accommodate the smallest tent to the largest trailers and 
seasonal sites are available.  Areas are designated for picnicking, swimming, fishing and boating.  Hiking 
and nature trails in the woods are suitable for bird watchers, botanists, joggers and walkers.  Outdoor 
education programs in various forms have been ongoing, with recent investments by member 
municipalities in the expansion of CCCA outdoor education programs and the addition of a day summer 
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camp.  However, all of these services or activities are quite common and needless to say there is 
considerable competition in this region of the province to attract day-use and overnight visitors. 

Competition comes primarily from four sources – other Conservation Areas, Provincial Parks, 
commercial campgrounds, and private outdoor activity facilities.   

Conservation Areas in this region with similar facilities include Dalewood and Lake Whittaker of the 
Kettle Creek Conservation Authority, Wildwood, Pittock and Fanshawe of the Upper Thames Region 
Conservation Authority, and Deer Creek and Backus of the Long Point Region Conservation Authority.  
Despite several common characteristics, each Conservation Area listed above tries to have a distinct 
identify.  For example, Upper Thames’ Conservation Areas are bigger than most and have special 
facilities such as the Pioneer Village and Fanshawe.  On the other hand, many of the competition listed 
above offers some type of interpretive program, swimming facilities and hydro and water hook-ups.  
Dalewood offers a swimming pool instead of a natural body of water for swimming. 

Provincial Parks competing with Springwater include Long Point, Iroquois Beach, Pinery, Rondeau, 
Turkey Point and Ipperwash.  Most of these facilities are at least twice the size of Springwater and all are 
maintained by Ontario Parks.  The types and services provided are not unlike those found at 
Conservation Areas and Springwater. 

Popular commercial campgrounds in this region include Sandhills Park, Duttona, Port Glasgow and 
Mechas Beach along Lake Erie shore, and Red Oaks between Aylmer and Tillsonburg.  Commercial 
campgrounds are somewhat different from Conservation Areas and Provincial Parks because making a 
satisfactory profit is crucial to their existence – no substantial government support is available.  This 
difference is often reflected in the variety and/or quality of services available.  Examples of facilities not 
generally associated with the other types of campgrounds include swimming pools, tennis courts, 
recreation halls, camp “general stores”, laundromats, 4 season hookups, and socially-orientated 
programs. 

There are several private outdoor activity facilities in the immediate area such as the Steed and 
Company Lavender Farm, the Gay Lea Dairy Museum, Rush Creek Wines, Quay Du Vin Winery, Pinecroft, 
Clovermead Adventure Farm, Port Bruce Beach, the Aylmer Wildlife Area, and Howe’s Farms. 

Each presents its own opportunity to spend a few hours or longer with family or friends.  Steed and 
Company Lavender Farm features outdoor walking with social media photo opportunities.  The 
Vineyards provide tours in an outdoor setting with wine tasting experiences.  The dairy museum is in a 
beautiful setting and provides trails.  Clovermead provides outdoor adventure and play for children in a 
farm like setting.  Port Bruce beach allows for exercise, dog walking and swimming.  The Aylmer Wildlife 
Area provides wildlife viewing and another opportunity to take photographs.  Pinecroft offers dining in a 
natural setting.  Finally, Howe’s Farms property borders with Springwater and they offer fresh produce 
and a market-like shopping experience.  Each of these amenities have elements similar to Springwater, 
however Springwater has a number of things in common with each and every one of the private 
amenities.  Since customers will be similar due to the nature of the attractions, cross promotion should 
be considered as win-win for the CA, private businesses, and local economy.  A successful wagon ride 
event from the Springwater Forest to Howe’s Farm was a huge success and future cross-promotional 
events should be considered in the future. 
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So how does the potential user decide which facility to choose?  In many instances, rather than looking 
for similarities, a customer is looking for something special or unique about a particular park.  This is 
where promotion becomes extremely important and the key to promotion is the ability to sell unique 
characteristics of the product.  There is no doubt the unique characteristics about Springwater include 
its easy commute to St. Thomas, London or Aylmer, trails through the largest remaining tract of old 
growth Carolinian forest in Southern Ontario, and the chance to observe vegetation and wildlife rarely 
seen elsewhere in the province.   

Customer Analysis 
A thorough marketing study was competed in 2020 by staff using the ESRI Business Analyst software 
available through the Conservation Ontario Enterprise License Agreement.  Location maps for each of 
the groups are included to assist with customer visualization.  The study analyzed five different groups 
with the table below representing the groups, map for customer analysis, and the primary Prizm 
Segmentations groups. 

Table 9: Summary of Customer Analysis  

Group Primary PRIZM Segment (Group) Secondary PRIZM Segment (Group) 
Seasonal Campers Second City Retirees (26) Wide Open Spaces (40) 
Transient Campers Lunch at Tim’s (63) Satellite Burbs (09) 
People within 20 minute drive time Lunch at Tim’s (63) Traditional Town Living (47) 
People within 60 minute drive time Lunch at Tim’s (63) Wide Open Spaces (40) 
People within 120 minute drive time Second City Retirees (26) Lunch at Tim’s (63) 

 

Seasonal Campers 
Analysis of seasonal campers identified that over 90% permanently reside in London, St. Thomas or 
Aylmer.  A few seasonal campers come from as far away as Ottawa, however the vast majority at over 
96% of campers are within a 1-hour drive time of Springwater.   

As a result, marketing for seasonal camping should be focused to areas within the one-hour drive time 
and to the identified Prizm Segmentations below. 

The Prizm Segmentation Area Profile identified a large portion of the seasonal customers as “Second 
City Retirees (Group 26)” who are generally older with grown children, enjoy outdoor activities such as 
paddling around a lake or stream in a canoe, and have an above average rate for reading flyers and 
newspapers.   
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Figure 13: Second City Retirees (Group 26)

 

Another group that scored high as seasonal campers were “Wide Open Spaces (Group 40)”.  These are 
generally blue collar workers who enjoy spending time outdoors, and who strongly support family 
values.  Members in this group tend to prefer easy to use practical products regardless of aesthetics. 
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Figure 14: Wide Open Spaces (Group 40)

 

Transient Campers 
Analysis of the transient campers identified that 60% of the campers are within a 1-hour drive of 
Springwater.  Smaller communities that make up the largest visitor’s percentages include Union, Simcoe, 
and Sparta, with larger communities making up the largest visitor percentages including Guelph, 
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Cambridge and Chatham.  The large percentage of transient campers from the immediate area come for 
family reunions, special events or in smaller groups and use the picnic pavilions.  Many of the customers 
were also identified as return visitors, with several of them coming more than 10 times in the past. 

Figure 15: Transient Campers Map (Map 12) 

 

As a result, marketing for seasonal camping should be focused to areas within the one-hour drive time 
and to the identified Prizm Segmentations below. 

The Prizm Segmentation Area Profile identified the primary transient customers as “Lunch at Tim’s 
(Group 63)”, who are generally service industry or blue collar workers and a wide range of ages.  This 
group is difficult to sell in the marketplace and express considerable financial concern for the future and 
little enthusiasm for products and services.  They trust small businesses like CCCA to provide quality 
amenities and services, but many express skepticism towards advertising. 
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Figure 16: Lunch at Tim’s (Group 63)

 

Another group that scored high as transient campers were “Satellite Burbs (Group 09)” who feature a 
mix of middle age families and older couples living in satellite communities. Residents have a relaxed 
pace of life and take advantage of their location for both arts and the outdoors.  This group is 
spontaneous but still have a strong sense of responsibility such as a healthy lifestyle.  This group tends 
to avoid rushing purchases with spending gravitating towards respected names and well known 
organizations. 
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Figure 17: Satellite Burbs (Group 09)

 

People within 20-minute drive time 
The primary users within the 20-minute drive time have historically always been generally day users 
such as hikers and dog walkers as those activities continue 365 days a year.  A voluntary donation of $3 
is requested to offset the trail and park maintenance costs (e.g. culvert replacement, signage, surface 
repairs, hazard trees).  Outside of the summer season, over 95% of users are from within 20 minutes 
away.  In the summer season, the customer base changes as above with transient campers. 
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Figure 18: Map of People within 20-minute drive time (Map 13)

 

The Prizm Segmentation Area Profile identified the primary customers who travel 20 minutes to the 
park as “Lunch at Tim’s (Group 63)” as above, however a secondary group titled “Traditional Town Living 
(Group 47)” was also identified as being significant and aligns with the offerings of Springwater. 

“Traditional Town Living (Group 47)” folks are middle aged and older households made up couples and 
families who enjoy simple pleasures and low-key leisure pursuits in the great outdoors.  They enjoy 
loyalty programs and the internet is becoming increasingly important for these Canadians, and believe in 
the traditional definitions of a family and look to safeguard their future and that of their children by 
saving money for a rainy day.  Finally, making things easier and more convenient will resonate with 
them. 

As a result, marketing for day users should be primarily focused in areas outlined in Figure 18 above, and 
focused on those we know wish to use the park and thus using the data identified in group 63 (Figure 
16). 

People within 60-minute drive time 
Communities within 60-minute drive time include London, Woodstock, Tillsonburg, Simcoe, and 
Chatham.  As identified above, a large portion of the transient and seasonal campers are within this 60-
minute travel time.   
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PRIZM Segmentation groups that scored highest were “Lunch at Tim’s (Group 63)” and “Wide Open 
Spaces (Group 40)”. 

Both groups are generally blue collar workers who are not consumer focused.  However, a lot of the 
marketing in place for these particular groups is focused in London, so consideration should be made for 
some more broader destination focused marketing into Woodstock, Tillsonburg and Simcoe in light of 
the potential shift to local tourism over the coming years.   

People within 120-minute drive time 
Cities within 120-minute drive time include larger urban centres such as Windsor, Hamilton and Sarnia.  
Based on the existing users, it is clear that a small percentage of visitors come from this distance away.  
It is unlikely any day users come from 2-hour drive time away to recreate at Springwater. Focus in this 
area should be made towards overnight visitors for one or more nights.  The Seasonal Campground 
could be a potential marketing opportunity should supply become overly available. 

PRIZM Segmentation groups that scored highest for this group was “Second City Retirees (Group 26)” 

The second highest group was Lunch at Tim’s (Group 63). 

Public Consultation on the Master Plan 
A public consultation on the draft Master Plan was undertaken for 92 Days, from December 18, 2020 to 
March 19, 2021. As a result of public consultation on the Plan, the CCCA received over 50 comments. 
The public input has been used to prioritize our management and development activities. 

The majority of consultation responses were primarily from those 40-59 years of age (39%) and 20-39 
years old (35%).  Respondent are primarily from St. Thomas, the Town of Aylmer and the Township of 
Malahide.  Almost all participants visit Springwater frequently for the purposes of dog walking, exercise 
and nature viewing.  Camping scored low meaning that most of the respondents are day users rather 
than seasonal or transient campers. 

The consultation clearly showed that Springwater is a place to seek tranquility and fresh air.  Social and 
educational reasons for visiting Springwater scored much lower.  As a result, the Master Plan maintains 
natural aesthetics and nature based principles for any development or new activities.  Additional picnic 
shelters or enhanced trails are examples that support nature based development principles. 

Leaving the park as is with no improvements scored very low. Meaning the public are looking for 
improvements.  The main issue identified by the public consultation is visitor issues such as dogs off 
leash and litter.  This is supported by staff observations.  Additional dogs on leash signage will be posted, 
as well as additional garbage cans to ensure the park remains clean and the nature based experience is 
preserved for visitors. Cost was not seen as a barrier for visiting Springwater, and the public gratitude 
for Springwater scores very high. 

For programs the public would like to see at Springwater in the future, the public survey clearly showed 
an interest in Day Camps.  The continuing of the Maple Syrup program also scored very high meaning 
that enhancements to the program should be made.  Grant applications will be pursued and submitted 
by staff to support nature based enhancements to Springwater. 
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The consultation provided an opportunity for the public to province input on future projects at 
Springwater.  The number one project is an improvement in water quality.  This will potentially involve 
water quality monitoring, dredging and additional aeration of the pond.  Amenities such as a splash pad 
also a visitor centre also score high, with roofed accommodation and more serviced campsites scoring 
lower.  This makes sense since a lot of the respondents were day users and not overnight campers.  In 
2020 100% of sites were booked for all 8 weekends in the summer meaning that additional campsite 
infrastructure needs to be build to support the demand.  As a result, 22 additional sites were 
constructed in the Arboretum for the 2021 camping season.  

Finally, the consultation asked the public about how best to support Springwater with the majority 
speaking to a season pass.  Increased trail fees and a larger trail fee were also supported, with 28% of 
respondents indicating they would be happy to volunteer at Springwater. 

Marketing Recommendations 
Results of the market analysis helped to establish several conclusions about the market area served by 
Springwater, including the fact that most visits (seasonal, transient, and day-use) come from the St. 
Thomas, Aylmer and London areas.  This is supported by the public consultation where 74% of 
respondents are within a 30 minute drive of Springwater. 

Any promotional efforts should be concentrated in these population centres and use social media, print 
newspaper and flyers.  Promotion should also be focused on the benefits of visiting Springwater instead 
of other parks.   Outdoor recreation in a relatively unique natural setting is one advantage this park has 
over others.  Seasonal campers can readily commute to St. Thomas, London or Aylmer while staying in 
the camping section through the summer.  The reservoir warms up more quickly in the summer than the 
Great Lakes so that swimming can commence earlier in the season in this sheltered area.  Trails through 
the largest remaining tract of old growth Carolinian forest in Southern Ontario offer the chance to 
observe vegetation and wildlife rarely seen elsewhere in the province.  In years to come, new facilities to 
accommodate the needs of visitors can help to improve its appeal to those in the market area. 

CCCA’s 2019-2023 Strategic Plan 
CCCAs strategic plan 2019 - 202328 responds to feedback obtained from watershed residents, 
stakeholders, municipal partners, and Board Members. The consultations indicated CCCA should be 
enhancing our opportunities for the public to connect with our natural environment, for example 
expanding our outdoor education programs. The public also indicated that CCCA should be ensuring 
good value for the taxpayer through sustainable recreational experience. 
 
The strategic plan outlines CCCAs vision and mission which is to communicate and deliver resource 
management services and programs in order to achieve social and ecological harmony for the 
watershed.   
 
The strategic plan also outlines CCCAs strategic priorities, many of which relate directly to Springwater 
and the development of this Master Plan.  CCCA’s strategic priorities are as follows: 
 

1. Protect life and minimize property damage from flooding and erosion 

                                                           
28 Catfish Creek Conservation Authority: 2019-2023 Strategic Plan.   

https://www.catfishcreek.ca/about-us/publications/
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2. Improve the ecological health of the Catfish Creek watershed 
3. Curate an appreciation for nature 
4. Ensure our conservation lands are protected and enhanced 
5. Operate a sustainable and adaptable organization 

Strategic Actions 
The Plan describes several Goals relevant to the strategic priorities outlined above.  The related Strategic 
Actions in the Strategic Plan provide direction for the Master Plan design and concepts and include: 

1. Planned re-investments in our Conservation Areas to ensure facilities are maintained and 
enhanced through the development of a long range capital and operating budgets that are 
financially sustainable 

2. Balance the environment and the economy in decisions related to conservation lands 
3. Further diversify our revenue sources to increase the ratio of self-generated revenue compared 

with tax-supported revenue 
4. Commit to deliver a financially sustainable nature/outdoor education program 
5. Research and promote the history of the Springwater Conservation Area, in particular the East 

Campground which includes the School House, Arboretums, pond, and boardwalk 
6. Enhance our social media presence to promote our facilities and events 

Strategic Actions from the 1983 Springwater Master Plan are still relevant today, and relate to the 
recently developed/updates actions above.  The actions from the 1983 plan include: 

1. Undertake Forest Management within both the Agreement and Non-agreement forests. 
2. To continue cooperation with Jaffa Education Centre 
3. To protect Fish and Wildlife using various management techniques 
4. To evaluate techniques for Bradley Creek and Springwater Reservoir rehabilitation 
5. To seek co-operation from the upstream landowners to help reduce quantity of pollutants and 

sediment deposited in the pond 
6. To provide opportunities and facilities for a variety of recreational activities providing the levels 

of use do not exceed the inherent carrying capacity of the resource base 
7. To provide additional and improved recreational facilities depending on user survey results (e.g. 

survey on email confirmation, online and in person surveys) 
8. To ensure facilities are “accessible” to encourage equitable access to the forest to all user 

groups 
9. To explain the provincial significance of the conservation area and its forest in the Outdoor 

Education Programs 
10. To examine the requirements for acquisition of adjacent properties to help achieve the goals for 

Springwater C.A. 
11. To consider the development of an Authority interpretative building. 


